
Customer name: Date:

Year Make Model Miles

VIN
Yes/No

Is vehicle automatic or manual? Does the vehicle start and run properly?

Seats cloth of leather? Any knocking or ticking sounds from engine?

Are seats stained, torn, or discolored? Are there any fluid leaks anywhere?

Is the dash cracked or damaged? Are there any transmission issues?

Does the vehicle have navigation? Any mods to motor or drivetrain?

If sunroof, does it work as it did new? Has vehicle been special programmed ?

If sunroof, are there cracks or leaks> Any modification to exhaust system?

Does the A/C work and blow cold? Are headlights clear and without moisture?

Are there ANY warning or service lights on? Are any light covers chipped or damaged?

Windshield free of chips and cracks? Diesel been deleted?

How many miles driven on current tires? Has vehicle ever been wrecked?

Any scrapes or damages to side walls?

Please explain in detail for any issues above:

Printed Name Signature

Please indicate below any dents, dings, scratches or items not the 
same as when new.

I have answered the questions on this document truthfully. I 

understand that the agreed upon vehicle purchase arragement 

is based on the condition of my trade in vehicle and that Motor 

Trends of Houston reserves the right to cancel, change, and re-

negoitate the terms of the vehicle purchase agreement if the 

above stated vehicle has been misrepresented on this 

agreement. I also understand that if the above stated vehicle 

has been misrepresented on this inspection form, Motor 

Trends of Houston reserves the right to cancel the purchase 

and/or trade in, re-negotiate the dollar amount allocated by 

Motor Trends of Houston for the trade-in vehicle (the above 

stated vehicle). By signing below, I agree to these sight 

unseen conditions

SIGHT UNSEEN AGREEMENT

Yes/No
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